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❑ Outline
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3 Recent Advances: LLaVA Family 

• Performance: LLaVA-1.5 & LLaVA-NeXT

• Applications: LLaVA-Med

• New Capabilities: LLaVA-Interactive & LLaVA-Plus

Prototype: LLaVA-1.0

• Visual Instruction Tuning / LLaVA

Overview

• Basics of Large Multimodal Model

• Year 2023 & Current Status



Overview: 

Large Multimodal Models (LMM)
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Large Multimodal Models: Image-to-Text Generative Models

❑ Model Architectures
• (Pre-trained) Image Encoder and Language Models

• Trainable modules to connect to two modalities

Vision Encoder 

Connection Module

Image

Language

Language Model

A dog lying on the grass next to a frisbee



❑ Training Objective
• Cross-Attended Image-to-Text Generation

• Autoregressive loss on language output 

Language Model

Visual Tokens

Next Token

Tokens to Predict
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Text Tokens

Large Multimodal Models: Image-to-Text Generative Models



Example 1: LMM with Image-Text Pairs

• BLIP2

Q-Former: Lightweight 

Querying Transformer

• GIT

GIT: A Generative Image-to-text Transformer for Vision and Language

Blip-2: Bootstrapping language-image pre-training with frozen image encoders and large language models

Vision Encoder 

Connection Module

Language Model

Contrastive pre-trained: 

Florence/CLIP

From Scratch Pre-trained: FLAN-T5/OPT

Contrastive pre-trained: 

EVA/CLIP



• Flamingo: 

Vision Encoder 

Connection Module

Language Model

Perceiver Resampler

Gated Cross-attention + Dense

Pre-trained: Nonrmalizer-Free ResNet (NFNet)

Pre-trained: 70B Chinchilla

Example 2: LMM with Interleaved Image-Text Data



• Flamingo: Multimodal In-Context-Learning
Emerging 

Property

Example 2: LMM with Interleaved Image-Text Data



GPT-4V
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GPT-4 Technical Report, OpenAI

• Model Details: Unknown

• Capability: Strong zero-shot visual understanding & reasoning 
on many user-oriented tasks in the wild

• Year 2023: How can we build GPT-4V like models?



2. A large gap remains…
In terms of scaling the capability 

1. How to build GPT-4V?
In terms of prototyping new capabilities 

Year 2023 Year 2024

1. The general recipes ``converge’’

2. 90% performance on benchmarks

In terms of modeling and training data

But gaps remains as a general-purpose assistant



Recap on Language Modeling: Large Language Models (LLM)

GPT-3 GPT-4

Flamingo
Multimodal

Space
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In-context-learning

Chain-of-thoughts (CoT)

Instruction-Following

In-context-learning

Chain-of-thoughts (CoT)

GPT-4V GPT-4o

MM1

Qwen-VL-MaxGemini
Close Source

Open Source
LLaVA

RekaClaude-3

MiniCPM

CogVLM

MiniGPT4

Yi-VL

Grok-V

Idefics

Intern-VL Emu2

VILA

LLaMA

Qwen

Mixtral

Yi

Close Source

Open Source

Language

Space
( )



A debate
• Stage-wise Training

(GPT-4V)

• Native Multimodal Training
(Gemini, GPT-4o)

Vision Encoder

Connection Module

Multimodal

Training

LLM Training

Language Model

Single-Modal

Module Training

Language Model

Vision Encoder

Connection Module

Multimodal

Training from Scratch

Language Model

Vision Encoder



Large Multimodal Models
-- Building gpt4v with open-source resources

LLaVA as a running example in this lecture
• Data
• Model
• Performance
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Visual Instruction Tuning with GPT-4

Teacher
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https://llava-vl.github.io/

Haotian Liu*, Chunyuan Li*, Qingyang Wu, Yong Jae Lee (* Equal contribution)

Alpaca VicunaLLaMA

GPT-3.5 ShareGPT
(Human & GPT)

None

Self-Instruct with Strong Teacher LLMs

GPT-4

(text-only)

GPT-4-LLM

52K • 158K multimodal instruction following data700K
(70 conversions)

Multimodal Chatbot

Instruction-

following 

Data

GPT-4

(text-only)

LLaVA

But No Teacher is available on multiGPT4?

(First & High Quality)

Large Language and Vision Assistant
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• Rich Symbolic Representations of Images 

GPT-assisted Visual Instruction Data Generation

• In-context-learning with a few manual examples

→ Text-only GPT-4
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Three type of instruction-following responses

GPT-assisted Visual Instruction Data Generation
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❑ Architecture

LLaVA: Large Language-and-Vision Assistant

❑ Two-stage Training 

•Stage 1: Pre-training for Feature Alignment.

Only the projection matrix is updated, based on a subset of CC3M.

•Stage 2: Fine-tuning End-to-End. Both the projection matrix and LLM are updated

•Visual Chat: Our generated multimodal instruction data for daily user-oriented applications.

•Science QA:  Multimodal reasoning dataset for the science domain.
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Example 1:  Extreme Ironing

Strong Visual Reasoning Ability
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Example 1:  CVPR & Vancouver

Strong OCR Ability
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Example 2:  CVinW workshop

Strong OCR Ability
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Example 3:  LLaVA

Strong OCR Ability



VisionLLM

EmbodiedGPT

Llama-Adapter V2

MIMIC-IT

SpeechGPT

Video-LLaMA

mPlug-Owl

PandaGPT

Contextual DET

GILL

LLaVA-Med

ChatBridge

X-LLM

MetaVL

Valley

Emerging Topics in 2023

Videochat

InstructBLIP

GPT4Flamingo

LLaMA Vicuna

MiniGPT-4

LLaVA

Alpaca

MultiModl-GPT

Otter

LAVIN

PMC-VQA

PathAsst

IdealGPT

LMEye

InternGPT

LVLM-eHub

LAMM

OCR POPE

MayAprilMarch June



Video

Multitask Instruct with 
Established Datasets

InstructViT

MultiInstruct
InstructBLIP

More Modalities 
(Beyond VL)

ChatBridge

PandaGPTX-LLM

SpeechGPT
OCR

POPE: Hallucination

Adversarial Robustness

Evaluation

LLaMA-Adapter v2

Efficient 
Adaptation

GILL

Image 
Generation

LAVIN

Multimodal GPT

MiniGPT-4
(Zhu et al. 2023)

FlamingoMultimodal GPT4

Seminal LMM

LLaVA
(Liu et al. 2023)

Video-LLaMA

Valley

Videochat

EmbodiedGPT

Embodied
Agent

VisionLLM

Dense 
Prediction

Contextual DET

mPlug-Owl

Multimodal 
In-Context Learning

Otter/MIMIC-IT

M3IT MetaVL

OpenFlamingo

LAMM

PathAsst

PMC-VQA

Applications

LLaVA-Med

PaLM-E KOSMOS-1

LVM-eHUB



LLaVA Family
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3 2023 & Beyond

Project: https://llava-vl.github.io/



LLaVA is the first open-source project to build GPT-4V like model, inspiring dozens of projects 

•  1.7K+ citations, and 17.5K+ GitHub stars, in ~14 months

• A cost-efficient open-source recipe to GPT-4V (1 day on 8 A-100 GPUs for a 7B model)

LLaVA (llava-vl.github.io)

Large Language and Vision Assistant

LLaVA LLaVA-Med

April 17 June 1 Sep 26

RLHF

LLaVA-RLHF

Oct 5

New SoTA

LLaVA-1.5

Oct

LLaVA-Interactive

▪ LLaVA Interactive

▪ LLaVA-Plus

Tool use to expand capabilities

• LLaVA-1.5

• LLaVA-NeXT

New SoTA among open LMMs

Nov

LLaVA-Plus

Tool Use

▪ LLaVA-Med

▪ LLaVA-Rad

The first open-source healthcare LMM

Jan

LLaVA-NeXT

New SoTA

April

Ablations

April

SoTA Video

June

Multi-image

LLaVA-NeXT

Video

LLaVA-NeXT

Interleave
LLaVA-NeXT

Stronger

Applications New CapabilitiesPerformance

https://llava-vl.github.io/
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LLaVA Series: 

Improved Performance3.3

LLaVA-1.5 LLaVA-NeXT

LLaVA-NeXT (Stronger)

LLaVA-1.0 LLaVA-NeXT (Video)

LLaVA-NeXT (Interleave)
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• Academic task-oriented data

• Response formatting prompts

❑ Data Mixture

LLaVA-1.5: Improved Baselines with Visual Instruction Tuning



LLaVA-NeXT: Improved reasoning, OCR, and world knowledge
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https://llava-vl.github.io/blog/2024-01-30-llava-next/

(1) AnyRes: Dynamic High Resolution



LLaVA-NeXT: Improved reasoning, OCR, and world knowledge
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https://llava-vl.github.io/blog/2024-01-30-llava-next/

(2) Data Mixture

(3) Scaling LLM backbone

• High-quality User Instruct Data.

• Multimodal Document/Chart Data.

• Mistral-7B, Vicuna-7B & 13B, Yi-34B
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Jan 2024

Near Gemini-Pro performance with 34B model

~24 hours

 with 32 A100



~24 hours

 with 32 A100

https://llava-vl.github.io/blog/2024-05-10-llava-next-stronger-llms/

~18 hours 

with 128 H800

Near GPT4-V performance with 110B model



https://llava-vl.github.io/blog/2024-05-10-llava-next-stronger-llms/

• Improved Language Capability:
Across LLMs of comparable sizes (e.g., 7B Mistral/Vicuna, 7B Qwen, 8B LLaMa3)

Higher language proficiency corresponds to improved 

multimodal capabilities.

• Influence of Model Size:
Within the same LLM family (e.g., Qwen LLM: 7B, 72B, 110B)

Larger models consistently demonstrate superior performance 

on multimodal benchmarks

Stronger LLMs Supercharge 

Multimodal Capabilities in the Wild



LLaVA-NeXT (Stronger)
What Else Influences Visual Instruction Tuning Beyond Data?

33

https://llava-vl.github.io/blog/2024-05-25-llava-next-ablations/



Insight 1: Architectures
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❑ Scaling Language Models 
(0.5B – 110B)

❑ Scaling Vision Encoders 

(0.3B – 10B)

LLM Average

(LLM, Vision Encoder) 

Model size scaling is less effective than
others (training data, visual representation)

Model size scaling is effective



Insight 2: Visual Representations
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• Scaling up both (resolution, #tokens) 

• The best configuration for a balance of 

performance and cost

(Resolution, #Tokens) 



Insight 3: Training Strategies
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• The best training configuration 

(Full model, High-quality recap data) 

Projector Full Model
Trainable

Module
Full Model

(Trainable Module, Data) 

Data

+3.3



Open-Source Recap High-Quality Data
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https://llava-vl.github.io/blog/2024-05-25-llava-next-ablations/

(LLaVA-NeXT-34B)

Public Available



LLaVA-NeXT (Video):
A Strong Zero-Shot Video Understanding Model

38

(1) AnyRes: From multi-patch to multi-frame

https://llava-vl.github.io/blog/2024-05-25-llava-next-ablations/



LLaVA-NeXT (Video):
A Strong Zero-Shot Video Understanding Model
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(2) Length generalization: From multi-frame to long-video.

https://llava-vl.github.io/blog/2024-05-25-llava-next-ablations/

4K → 8K



LLaVA-NeXT (Video):
A Strong Zero-Shot Video Understanding Model
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(3) Direct Preference Optimization (DPO)

https://llava-vl.github.io/blog/2024-05-25-llava-next-ablations/

Direct Preference Optimization of Video Large Multimodal Models from Language Model Reward, 2024

• AI Feedback from ChatGPT is collected

• Only the most confident pars are considered
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7B

• Zero-shot of LLaVA-

NeXT is better than prior

Open-source SoTA

• DPO on video improves

significantly

34B

LLaVA-NeXT catch up

Gemini on selected

benchmarks
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LLaVA-NeXT-Video: Open-

Source SoTA till yesterday

(June 16, 2024)

https://video-mme.github.io/home_page.html



LLaVA-NeXT (Interleave)
Tackling Multi-image, Video, and 3D in LMM

Multi-image Multi-view (3D) Multi-frame (Video)

Reasoning

Multi-patches (Image)

User What is unusual about this image? 

Assistant The unusual thing about this image is 
that a man is ironing clothes on an ironing board 

attached to the roof of a moving taxi

3D Grounding

User: What is on the left of the TV?

Assistant A bicycle on the floor.

User How many trash cans can be seen on your 
right when you enter?

Assistant 2 small white trash cans.



M4-Instruct Training Set Multi-image Evaluation Set



Multi-Image Eval

LLaVA-NeXT-Interleave yield better performance than Mantis



Video Eval 3D Eval

LLaVA-NeXT-Interleave:

Further improvement over LLaVA-NeXT-Video

LLaVA-NeXT-Interleave:

View-based LLM is better than Point-LLM & 3D-LLM



Emerging Capabilities of Cross-scenario Training

Spot the differences in Videos



https://llava-vl.github.io/blog/

June 16, 2024

LLaVA-NeXT: Tackling Multi-image, Video, and 3D in Large Multimodal Models



LMM-Evals
The Evaluation Suite of Large Multimodal Models

A standardized LMM evaluation toolkit 

o with over 50 tasks and more than 10 models to promote transparent and 
reproducible evaluations.

o Support image and video tasks

https://github.com/EvolvingLMMs-Lab/lmms-eval



LLaVA Series: 

Applications3.2
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LLaVA-Med: Training a Large Language-and-Vision Assistant for Biomedicine in One Day

https://aka.ms/llava-medChunyuan Li*, Cliff  Wong*, Sheng Zhang*, et al(* Equal contribution) NeurIPS 2023, Dataset & Benchmark Track (Spotlight)



LLaVA-Rad: Towards a clinically accessible radiology foundation model

LLaVA-Rad is developed using large amounts of domain-specific data

1. Pre-training stage

2. Alignment stage

3. Fine-tuning stage 

CXR images and associated radiology reports

https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.08002
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LLaVA Series: 

New Capabilities3.3
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An All-in-One Demo for

Image Chat, Segmentation and Generation/Editing

LLaVA-Interactive 

Go Beyond Language Prompt in Visual Interaction

https://llava-vl.github.io/llava-interactive/
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LLaVA-Interactive as Photographic Artist: Multimodal Interactive Image Editing
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Kid Cloth Picture Design
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Input Image

The image depicts a wooden 

pier extending into a large 

body of water, with a bench 

placed in the middle of the 

pier. The scene is set against 

a backdrop of trees and 

mountains, creating a tranquil 

and picturesque environment.

AssistantHuman

Instruction

Response

Learning to Use Tools For 

Creating Multimodal Agents

https://llava-vl.github.io/llava-plus/

LLaVA-Plus (Plug and Learn to Use Skills)

LLaVA
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Skill

Repository

EditingConditional Gen.

Semantic SegObject Seg and Det

bridgeLake
The text “2024 16-

MONTH CALENDAR” is

detected, suggesting 

that this calendar is a 

16-month calendar for 

the year 2024.

The lake in question is 

Lost Lake, which is 

located in Whistler, 

British Columbia, 

Canada.

SearchOCR

Input Image

The image depicts a wooden 

pier extending into a large 

body of water, with a bench 

placed in the middle of the 

pier. The scene is set against 

a backdrop of trees and 

mountains, creating a tranquil 

and picturesque environment.

LLaVA

External Knowledge

Who says cats can‘t 

be outdoorsy? 

#naturelover 

This image is 

paw-some! 

Social Media Post

Point to multi-level Seg Box to Seg Stroke to Seg

CompositionVisual Understanding

Visual Generation Visual Interaction

AssistantHuman Skill

Repository

1 2

34

Instruction

Response

Tool Use

Tool Output

Huma-AI Interaction Process
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Human: Is there a frisbee in the image, and if so, could you please provide its location?

LLaVA: Yes, there is a frisbee in the image. It is located on the ground, near the two men who are playing with it.

Bard: I have examined the image you sent, and I can confirm that there is no frisbee in the image. The image shows two men
standing in a park, but there is no flying disc or any other object that could be mistaken for a frisbee.
I hope this answers your question! Let me know if you have any other questions.

Bing Chat: Yes, there is a frisbee in the image. It is located near the bottom left corner of the image, on the grass. It is orange in
color and has a white stripe around it.

MM-REACT: To summarize, This is an image of a couple of men playing frisbee.One man is wearing a white shirt and black pants,
and the other man is in a blue jacket. The scene is outdoors with grass, trees, and sky in the background. It seems like they are
standing on a lawn or a field. Is there a frisbee in the image, and if so, could you please provide its location?
I‘m sorry, but the information provided does not mention a frisbee or its location in the image.

LLaVA-Plus:

"thoughts! " The task requires identifying the presence of a frisbee in the image and providing its location.
"actions" " [{"API_name": "grounding_dino", "API_params": {"caption": "the frisbee ."}}]
"value# ”

I will use grounding_dino to help to answer the question. Please wait for a moment.
grounding_dino model outputs: {'boxes': [[0.76, 0.64, 0.82, 0.66]], 'logits': [0.49], 'phrases': ['the frisbee']}
Please summarize the model outputs and answer my first question: Is there a frisbee in the image, and if so, could you please provide its location?

"thoughts! " Thanks to the output of grounding_dino. I can answer the question better.
"actions" " []
"value# ”

Yes, there is a frisbee in the image. Based on the results of the grounding_dino model, the frisbee is located in the middle of the
image, with bounding box coordinates of [0.76, 0.64, 0.82, 0.66]. This suggests that the frisbee is in the air, possibly being thrown
or caught by one of the players.

Detection (Grounding DINO)

+ Reasoning (LLaVA)
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Describe the food in the image? search on the internet
"thoughts! " To tackle that question, one needs the assistance of web research using clip retriever.
"actions" " [{"API_name": "clip", "API_params": {}}]

"value# "
I will use clip to help to answer the question. Please wait for a moment.

clip model outputs: {'retrieval_results': [{'caption': ' ? ', 'similarity': 0.98}, {'caption': '
', 'similarity': 0.95}, {'caption': 'Cách làm bánh nướng nhân đậu xanh 12', 'similarity': 0.95}, 

{'caption': 'Sự đặc biệt trong những chiếc bánh trung thu ngon và đẹp (2)', 'similarity': 0.94}, {'caption': '

', 'similarity': 0.94}, {'caption': 'Khám phá hương vị bánh trung thu các nước Châu Á', 'similarity': 0.94}, 
{'caption': ' , , . ', 'similarity': 0.94}, {'caption': ' ', 

'similarity': 0.94}]}
Please summarize the model outputs and answer my first question: Describe the food in the image? search on the internet
"thoughts! " Thanks to the output of clip. I can answer the question better.

"actions" " []
"value# "

Based on the retrieved information, it seems that the image is related to month cakes, which are a traditional 
food served during the Mid-Autumn Festival in China.

Describe the food in the image?

The image features a variety of food items, including a plate of pastries, a bowl of soup, and a cup of tea. There 
are also some cakes and a flower arrangement on the table.

what it is the food?

The food in the image consists of a plate of pastries, a bowl of soup, a cup of tea, and some cakes. The pastries 
are likely a type of pastry or dessert, while the soup could be a savory dish. The cakes are also dessert items, and 
the tea is a beverage.

Multimodal Search (CLIP)

+ Language Generation (LLaVA)
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Instruction to Improved Caption Prompt (LLaVA)

+ Image Generation (SD)
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Is it possible to perform semantic segmentation for the image?
"thoughts� " I will utilize the OpenSeeD model to assist in conducting semantic segmentation for the image.
"actions� " [{"API_name": "openseed", "API_params": {}}]
"value� "

I will use openseed to help to answer the question. Please wait for a moment.
controlnet model outputs: {'message': 'The controlnet has processed the image.'}

Please summarize the model outputs and answer my first question: Is it possible to perform 
semantic segmentation for the image?
"thoughts� " Thanks to the output of controlnet. I can answer the question better.
"actions� " []
"value� ”

Of course! I'm here to help you conduct semantic segmentation on your

image, using the robust OpenSeeD model. Please see the results below.
If there's anything else you need, just let me know!

Can you generate a similar image under sea?
"thoughts� " I will utilize the ControlNet model for image generation.

"actions� " [{"API_name": "controlnet", "API_params": {"prompt": {"caption": "A bicycle parked next to a bench under the
sea."}}}]
"value� "

I will use controlnet to help to answer the question. Please wait for a moment.
controlnet model outputs: {'message': 'The controlnet has processed the image.'}
Please summarize the model outputs and answer my first question: Can you generate a similar 

image under sea?
"thoughts� " Thanks to the output of controlnet. I can answer the question better.
"actions� " []
"value� "

Absolutely! Utilizing the potent ControlNet model, I've created an image
that resembles your underwater description. Check out the results

below. I trust you'll find it appealing!

Semantic Segmentation (OpenSeeD)

+ Instruction to Improved Caption Prompt (LLaVA)

+ Image Generation (ControlNet)

Composed Capability:
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make the image like spring. then generate some attractive texts for Instagram posts

"thoughts! " To accomplish the task, I need to utilize the specialized abilities of the instruct pix2pix model for the required image editing.
"actions" " [{"API_name": "instruct-pix2pix", "API_params": {"prompt": "make the image like spring."}}]
"value# "
I will use instruct-pix2pix to help to answer the question. Please wait for a moment.
instruct-pix2pix model outputs: {'message': 'The instruct-pix2pix has processed the image.'}
Please summarize the model outputs and answer my first question: make the image like spring. then generate some attractive texts for Instagram posts
"thoughts! " Thanks to the output of instruct-pix2pix. I can answer the question better.
"actions" " []
"value# ”

Absolutely! I've got you covered. Let's spruce up that image. See the enhancements below.
And now, let me share some Instagram captions to go with the new image:

1."Spring has sprung, and this stunning lake view is proof! Can you feel the sunshine and fresh air? & ' (
#SpringVibes #NatureLover"
2."Feeling rejuvenated by this breathtaking image of a serene lake in springtime. Mother Nature truly is a wonder! & )

#NaturePhotography #SpringFeels"
3."This image transported us straight to a peaceful spring morning with its vibrant colors and tranquil surroundings.

Let's take a moment to appreciate the beauty of nature! %' #SpringMood #NatureLove"
4."Who needs a spring break when you have a view like this? * This image perfectly captures the beauty of nature in
all its glory. & ( #NatureIsAmazing #Springtime"
5."Spring has arrived with a bang, as evidenced by this picture-perfect view of pristine waters and lush greenery. Can
you feel the excitement in the air? & ' + #SpringFeels #NatureBeauty"

i want to post a message on Instagram. add some firework to the image, and write an attractive post for my ins.

"thoughts! " My success in completing the task depends on my capability to utilize the functionalities of the instruct pix2pix model, which has been 
tailored for this type of image editing.
"actions" " [{"API_name": "instruct-pix2pix", "API_params": {"prompt": "add some fireworks"}}]
"value# "
I will use instruct-pix2pix to help to answer the question. Please wait for a moment.
instruct-pix2pix model outputs: {'message': 'The instruct-pix2pix has processed the image.'}
Please summarize the model outputs and answer my first question: i want to post a message on Instagram. add some firework to the image, and write 
an attractive post for my ins.
"thoughts! " Thanks to the output of instruct-pix2pix. I can answer the question better.
"actions" " []
"value# ”

I have used Instruct pix2pix technique to make the necessary edits and the revised image is now available for your 
viewing pleasure.
Now, let me share with you some exciting captions to go with our new image on Instagram:
1."Paris shines extra bright with the added sparkle of fireworks $ ✨#CityOfLight #FireworksFest"
2."Bonjour, Paris! & It's even more magical with the dazzling fireworks illuminating the night sky '
#TravelGoals"
3."Dreaming of a Parisian adventure? ( & Our stunning new image with fireworks will inspire your wanderlust 
) * #Wanderlust"
4."Who needs to wait for New Year's Eve to feel the magic of fireworks? $ ' Our new image of the Eiffel Tower 
sparkling in the night sky will transport you to the City of Love ❤ #BonJourParis"
5."Experience the enchanting beauty of Paris like never before! , Our new image with added fireworks will 
transport you to a fairytale setting - #MidnightMagic"

Composed Capability:

Multimodal Social Media Post

Editing Instruct Prompt Generation (LLaVA)

+ Image Editing (Instruct P2P)

+ Language Generation (LLaVA)
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.10020

❑ Multimodal Foundation Models: 

From Specialists to General-Purpose Assistants

Foundations and Trends® in Computer 
Graphics and Vision, 2024
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